Environmentally Safe
Vinyl Removal

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE VINYL
AND ADHESIVE REMOVER
CrystalTek™ Products are a line of environmental, non-toxic,
biodegradable products that work. These products include
a complete line for protecting and removing vinyl graphics,
products for detailing all vehicles, and an exceptional
adhesive remover.

VINYL-OFF™

NON-TOXIC
BIODEGRADEABLE
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE

REFLECTIVE VINYL-OFF™

Environmentally Safe Vinyl and
Adhesive Remover
Vinyl-Off™ is a safe and ready to use product
designed to assist in removing vinyl graphics
and its benefits are the most obvious on
older, more weathered vinyl graphics and
decals. Just wipe it on, wait a few minutes,
and then peel off both the vinyl and the
adhesive together. Removing decals and
graphics with Vinyl-Off™ will save up to 90%
less time and hours of labor.

More aggressive with
faster penetrating
action!
Reflective Vinyl-Off™ is
an even more powerful
solution for removing
specialty reflective
products and their thicker
layer of adhesive backing.
It removes reflective vinyl, metalized vinyl,
and even non-vinyl signage!
If you have an incredibly tough removal
job, this is the product to use! Just apply
generously, wait at least a few minutes and
pull both vinyl and adhesive off together.
This is a powerful chemical and testing prior
to use is highly recommended, especially on
non-factory primed paints.

Call 800.328.6592 to Order

- or -

Visit us at MidwestSign.com

Environmentally Safe
Vinyl Removal
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE VINYL
AND ADHESIVE REMOVER

GHOST-OFF™

ADHESIVE-OFF™

Restores
weathered
surfaces and easily
reduces ghost sign
images.

Quickly remove
pressure sensitive
adhesive, grease/
asphalt/tar smears,
paint overspray,
printing inks, and
even gum from
multiple substrates.

Ghost-Off™
restores weather
exposed surfaces
and easily reduces ghost sign images from
vehicle surfaces. Ghost-Off™ is a ready to use,
non-toxic, biodegradable commercial strength
solvent. Simply spray onto a dry oxidized surface,
wait approximately one minute and then agitate
with a soft brush. Follow with a rinse of cold
water and watch the white oxidation rinse away!

Just thoroughly soak the dry adhesive with
Adhesive-Off™, allow about 3-5 minutes of dwell
time and, depending on the size of the removal
area, either pressure wash, scrape, or wipe off
easily.
Its non-flammable waterborne formula and
mild vanilla scent are widely preferred over
competing products, especially for indoor use.
Contains no terpines, caustics, acids, or known
carcinogens.

WRAP WASH

*It’s always suggested to first test an
inconspicuous area before applying. Not
recommended for use on Aluma-Lite substrates
with non-primed, non-catalyzed paint.

Keeps wraps looking great!

Wrap Wash is a super concentrated, high foaming and lubricating cleanser intended to
clean wraps after installation and produces a positive charge to repel dirt and leave
a clean mirror-like finish. It also works great to clean the surface of the vehicle when
preparing for installation, as well!
Unlike most acidic products for washing vehicles, Wrap Wash is pH balanced which
eliminates any Alkaline buildup that may occur. Just mix 2 ounces of Wrap Wash with a
gallon of water, wipe it on with a soft brush, cloth or sponge and rinse off while it’s still
wet. 8oz bottles are great for putting together “Wrap Care” kits to be given to the end user.

Call 800.328.6592 to Order
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Visit us at MidwestSign.com

